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Agency Founders
Co-founders, Eric & Erin Wilder, possess decades of

enterprise level experience working at or with top agencies,

brands of all industries, and tech platforms before starting

their own agency; 81 & Sunny.

The focus of the agency is to drive real ROI by pairing deep

industry knowledge, multiple data sources, and first-class

technology with talented people who are passionate about

delivering value. Data, trust, and transparency are the

fundamentals of this focus and are the backbone of the

agency.



100% transparency into every $1 invested with only one goal in mind: 
Delivering TRUE Return on Investment (ROI)

Respect our client’s digital media investments the same as traditional 
financial investments

The math always needs to make sense to ensure the investment models 
being implemented set programs up for success from the start

Set realistic expectations in terms of investment level and ROI

Track Everything - The data always tells the real story

If YOU win, WE win! 

Agency 
Philosophy 
Overview



Agency
Capabilities

Digital Media Investment Management 

Data & Analytics

World Class Technology

Project Based Consulting 

Search Engine Optimization



Executing Full Funnel Strategies:

• Which platforms do I invest in to achieve company goals?

• Which platform produces the highest quality leads from a conversion ratio?

• Which platform is more efficient?

• Is lead Quantity vs. Quality a better fit for your business model?

• Can I afford a multi-channel strategy and still be profitable?

• Am I investing enough to compete with or beat out my competition?

Digital Media Investment 
Management  
Understanding Your Business:



Powered by 

World Class 
Technology

81 & Sunny is a Preferred Agency Partner of Skai that allows for a competitive
advantage for our clients due to access to non-native optimization solutions that
enhance campaign performance for goals that matter the most.

Access to 3rd party Audiences via Oracle, Comscore, Experian, Sesera without the need for a 
pricey license with each partner

Advanced Search Term Clustering to ensure protection against clicks from unqualified queries

Signal Enhancement for algorithmic bidding

Budget Navigator allows for cross channel forecasting

Weather & Health Condition Triggers provided by Accuweather

Broadcast TV Triggers aligning with Linear TV buys

Social Creative AI that highlights which components of your ad are driving engagement

Incrementality Testing that enables true measurement of incremental lift from marketing

Cross Channel Audience capabilities to pollinate intent and develop seeds for LALs

Optimize and Report on True North KPIs

Top Capabilities Include: 



Data & 
Analytics

Real-Time Custom Dashboards



Search Engine 
Optimization
(SEO)

External 
Building quality mentions from partners, influencers, and brand 

advocates.

Technical Barriers
Prevent websites from getting the visibility they deserve, impacting a 
search engine’s ability to crawl the website content as it was intended.

Content Optimization
Determining the most relevant search phrases, optimizing your current site, 

and creating a content strategy to get top visibility for select phrases.

User Experience
Ensuring pages load quickly, are mobile-friendly, and that your company is 

presented in a usable way.



Project Based 
Consulting

We are fluent in the digital marketing ecosystem; unmatched in 
our social, search and display channel experience.  

Paid Media & SEO Auditing 

Closed Loop Attribution

Tech Partner Evaluations

Social Media Content Planning



+

Invested Total Sales 

From Leads

Profit

81 & Sunny is a dynamic extension of our team that extends us support with
bandwidth at critical times. We’ve continued to evolve our relationship by
adding additional reasons for their support and they’ve been willing to step-
in or step-up whenever we’ve needed them. In addition, many of our top
customers have started to use 81’s services to help them expand their digital
footprints as well, which in return, grows PGTI’s bottom line.

Christy Sackett 

VP of Marketing

$1.5M 2,000+ $10M

Case Study: Closed Loop Attribution
81 & Sunny transformed PGT Innovation's Dealer Co-Op Advertising program from 
siloed to close loop revenue by building a CRM lead portal that captured and 
distributed leads to dealers, ultimately providing definitive ROI for the program.





Thank you!
info@eightyonesunny.com

941-698-6548

mailto:info@eightyonesunny.com

